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.

WESTINGHOUSE XJ34-WE-32 ENGINE

By Lewis E. Wanner and Willism R. Prince —.

An investigation of the performance of the Westinghouse X%34-WE-32
engine with afterburner operative was made in the altitude wind tunnel
at simulated altithdes from 10,000 to 40,000 feet snd flight Mach num-

.
hers from 0.52 to 1.05. During the course of th”eperformance work,
the fuel-injection holes in the afterburner.fuel n&nifold becsme

4
plugged because of coke or carbon deposits in the manifold. As a
result, a later study was made of this coking,problem in an attempt to
determine its effect on the @terburner performance.

Changes in altitude and flight Mach number had the normsl effects
on the afterburning performance parameters; that is, increased pressure
in the afterburner raised the conibustionefficiency and lowered the
specific fuel consumption. Pesk combustion efficiencies of 95 end
80 percent were obtained at altitudes of 10,000 .snd40,,000feet,
respectively. Howev6r, reproducible afterburner perform&ce is diffi-.
cult to obtain because of the cokedeposits in the injection holes of
the afterburner fuel manifold. Losses in”thrust up to 8 percent of
the totsl net thrust of the engine were obtained in a number of
instances when some of the fuel-manifold injection holes were plugged
with coke deposits. It was found that the formation of coking might
be eliminated by the complete purging of the afterburner fuel system
with air at the ssme instant the ~terburner was

INTRODUCTION

As part of a comprehensive investigation of
XJ34-WE-32 engine, the performance of the engine

-- ..- -.

-. .—.—

shut off. -

the Westinghouse
tith the prduction ,.-

. afterburner operative was investigated in the”NACALewis” a.ltitudewirid
tunnel. The XJ34, an experimental en@ne, consistedof a J34 turbojet
engine coupled to an afterburner which has avsriable-area exhaust noz-’

c zle, a 3-ring variable-flow fuel-injection system,”a two-y flame holder,
and an internsl cooling liner. The engbe-afterburner combination was
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controlled by me&s of an
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automatic electroniccontrol. Several modifi- — —

cations, which are described in the section APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTA-
TION, were made to the production XJ34-WE-32 ~terburner.

Afterburner performance data were obtained over a range of after-
burner fuel-air ratio at constant turbine-outlet temperature for alti-
tudes from 10,030 to 40,000 feet and flight Mach numbers from 0.52 to
1.05. The variation of thrust augmentation, specific fuel consumption,
afterburner combustion efficiency,and e~aust-gas temperature with
afterlxumer fuel-air ratio is shown. In addition,the effect of alti-
tude and ram pressure ratio on the lean blow-out limits of the after-
burner were determined-.

During the afterburner performance investigation, difficulty was
encountered with “coke” or hard cecrbondeposits which plugged the fuel-
injection holes in the afterburner fuel manifold. This plugging of
the fuel manifold resulted in altered fuel distribution, which affected
afterburner performance. Adequate time to permit a thorough investi-
gation of the coking problem and its possible solution Was unavailable;
howeverj data are presented herein to indicate the effect of the coke
deposits on the afterburner performance. These coking results there-
fore do not represent a comprehensive investigation of the problem but
rather give a presentation of the information obtained on the coking
characteristics of this particular afterburner geometry during the
performance calibration.

.

—
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AFPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTATION

Installation

The engine-afterburnercombination was mounted on a wing section
that spanned the 20-foot-diametertest section of the altitude wind
tunnel (fig. 1).

l@gine

The XJ34-WE-32 is an exial-flow turbojet engine consisting of an
n-stage compressor, a double annular combustor, a 2-stage turbine,
and au integral afterburner. The engine with.afterburner inoperative
has a static sea-level rating of 3370 pounds thrust at an engine speed
of 12,500 rpm and a maximum allowable turbine-inlet temperature of
1525° F. With afterburner operating at full augmentation and basic

—
● –

engine at rated t~ust, the total.rated sea-level static thrust is
4900 pounds. At this operating condition, the air flow is approxi-
mately 58 pounds per second. #

..
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The engine is.
af%erburning case,
tion at a constsnt
fuel-air ratio.

3

equipped with an electronic control that, for the
varies exhaust-nozzle area to maintain engine opera-
turbine-outlet temperature over a range of tail-pipe

Afterburner

A cross-sectional sketch of the engine-afterburn~ assembly with
flsne holder ad fuel system installed is shown in figure 2. The over-
all length of the assembly was 184 inches with a maximum afterburner
dimeter of 27 inches and a total dry weight of 155S pounds. The after-
burner, with a total length of approximately 89 inches (’fig.3,),was
attached to the turbine-outlet flsnge and consisted of three basic
sections: diffuser, conibustionchamber, and etiaust nozzle. The dif-
fuser section, which was 24 inches long, expanded from an annulsr inlet

.
having au outer dismeter of 21 inches to an outlet 2+ inches in dism-

eter and had an outlet- to inlet-area ratio”of approximately 2.5. The
cylindrical combustion chsmber was approximately 30 inches long with an

internal tiemeter of 25* inches. Fuel was injected in an sxial down-

stream direction at the inlet of the combustion chamber through a three-
ring internal manifold having a total.of 168 holes averaging 0.030 inch
in diameter (fig. 3). A 2-V annular-gutter-type flsme holder
(area blockage, 35 percent) was mounted about 2 inches downstresmof the
fuel msnifold. An internal cooling liner with approximately

.-

l/2-inch radial space between the liner and the outer shell extended
the length of the cofiustion chsmber. The nozzle consisted of a con-” ‘
verging section with a half-cone-angle of approximately 10° and a length

—

of appro-tely 35 inches. A variable-area clsm-shell-type nozzle was
attached to the end of the converging section of the afterburner. The
srea variation available with this nozzle was between 160 and 300 square
inches.

.—

The following.modifications were made to the production afterburner
to facilitate testing in the altitude wind tunnel:

1
(1 the afterburner

segment of the electronic control was disconnected; (2 the ejector
COO13W shroud WaS remo~edj and (3)the variable-flow 3-rhg fuel-
injection system was modified so that fuel was injected at constent”
pressure through all three rings simultaneously. It is believed that
these modifications did not materially affect the performance calibra-
tion of the production burner for the-range

. investigated.
of afterburner fuel flows

Instrumentation

Temperature aud pressure measurements were obtained at several sta-
tions in the engine-and the afterburner as”shown in figure 2. Engine

B.~’
●
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air flow (station.1)was calculated from measurements with survey rskes
mounted in the inlet-air duct attached to the inlet of the engine. A
complete pressure snd temperature survey was obtained at the turbine,
outlet (station 5), snd.total and static pressures at the exhaust-
nozzle outlet (station 8) were measured with a water-cooled survey rake.
In order to obtain a correction to the scale thrust measurements, the
drag of the water-cooled rske was determinedly means of an air-balsnce --
piston mechanism. All fuel flows were meas~ed by calibrated rotameters.

—

The engine electronic control had a separate indication of the
turbine-outlet temperature by means of nine-~arallel thermocouple

.—

Trobes, which were immersed into the gas stresm 3/4 of the annular pas-

sage height, 17; inches downstream of the turbine”.
4.

Procedure .,_.

The s.fterburnerwas operated over a range of afterburner fuel flow
at a flight Mach-number of 0.52 for altitudes from 10,000 to 40,CX)0feet,
and at flight Mach numbers from 0.52 to 1.05 at an altitude of
40,000 feet. At each flight .condition~with the engine oPerating at . .-
rated speed smd maximum turbine-outlet temperature, the afterburner
fuel flow was varied from a minimum determined by lean blow-out to a ‘ ‘-
maximum determined by a limitation of the exhaust-nozzle size.

Engine-inlet air pressures corresponding to altitude flight ~on-
ditions were obtainedby introducing dry refrigerated air from the tun- =
nel mske-up air system through a duct to the_engine inlet. ~S duct
was connected to the engine inlet.by mesms of a slip joint with a “
frictionless seal so that the thrust and C&= could be measuredly the
balance scales. Air was su~lied to the engine at NACA stsndard con-
ditions, except that the minimum temperature obtained w=..about OO_F.
The air was throttled from approximately sea-level pressure to the
desired total.pressure at the engine inlet. Complete free-stresm r~
pressure recovery was assumed at each flight condition in the calcula- -,_
tion of flight Mach number.

Thrust measurements were obtained from the-balance scales and from
a pressure survey at the exhaust-nozzle outlet. The thrust values pre-
sented herein were obtained from the bslsnce-scale measurements. The
definition of net-thrust augmentation ratio is given in appendix A.
Exhaust-gas temperatures were based on thrust measurements from the .. .

balance scales and pressure measurements at.the exhaust-nozzle outlet. .

Fuel used in.the afterburner was MEG-F-5572 umleaded gasoline
having a lower heating value” of 19,000 Btu per powd and a hydrogen- *

carbon ratio of 0.186.
-.
m
.-

..—
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. Methods of calculating sfterbtiner performance mmmeters are given
in appendix A.

RKWIZ’S AND DISCUSSION
3
L<
6 During the afterburner performance investigation, trouble was ,.

encountered with “coke” or a hard cerbon formation in the 3-ring fuel
.

manifold. This coking tended to plug up some of the injection holes
-.

inside each of the manifold rings, but no remedy was found at this time.
The plugged orifices altered the fuel,distribution snd therefore had an
effect on afterburner performance. A study was made of the coking prob-
lem at the conclusion of the performance investigation in en attempt to
determine the effect of the coke deposits on the performance end to
prevent the formation of coke in the fuel manifold. Inasmuch as the
coking problem modifies ell the perfo-ce data, a discussion of the
influence of coking on the afterburner characteristicsprecedes the
performance data.

Characteristics of fuel manifold coking. - During most of the afterb-
urner performance calibration, the standard cleaning procedure was to
remove the afterburner fu&l.ms@fold ad to drill the coke fo-mtion
out of each of the plugged fuel-injection holes before running again
with the manifold. However, nesr the end of the performance calibra-
tion, one of the manifolds was cut apart and was found to contain csr-
bon flskes. This finding led to the conclusion that the drilling out
of the injection holes was of little avail because the carbon flakes
inside the msnifold probably replugged the holes soon after fuel was
run through the manifold.

Data indicating the extent of cokhg that was obtained during some
of the performance calibration with all three fuel rings in operation
are shown in the following table:

coking
run

1
2
3
4
5

Data
points

24
39
10
15
27

Afterburner
running
time
(hr)

1.8
2.7
.7

1.0
1.6

Condition of fuel
maaifold after running,
percent of-orifices

plugged

outer Middle Inner

0.0 0.0 94.0
100.0 .0 84,0
100.0 .0 100.0

.0 .0 17.0

.0 .0 .0

--

—

-—
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The fuel manifold .usedin runs 1 to 4 had been used previously dur-
ing the .afterb~ner calibration. Prior to..eachrun the plugged fuelz
injection holes were opened by billing out the carbon formations.
Although the fuel system was purged with air after each titerbuner ._ “___
shutdown, there was some time lag between the shutdow .~d the Purgir43.
For run 5, for which.a new fuel manifold tiasused, purging tith about
25 pounds per square inch air was performed simultaneously with the
afterburner shutdown.

It shouldbe noted that the middle ring was free of coke deposits
after each run, but that either the outeror inner fuel-msnifold ring
had some of the injection.holesplugged titer each of the runs except
5. The coking of the outer snd inner fuel rings may have resqlted
from heat radiation from the annular flame-holder.gutterswhich were
very close to these rings, as shown in figure 3. Run 5 tiffered from
the other runs in that the purging of the.afterbu.ner fuel lines with
high-pressure air was.performed simultsneo~ly at every afterburner
shutdown. From the data in the preceding table, it appears that if the
purging operation with air is started at the ssme instsnt that the
afterburner fuel is shut off, coke formation in the titerburner fuel
system may be prevented.

Influence of fuel distribution on performance. --The afterburner
was operated with different fuel-manifold-ring combinations to ascertain
the effect on titerburner performance of plugged holes in the titer-
burner fuel manifold. A plot of engine ne~ thrust as _a...functionof total
fuel flowis presentedin figure 4(a), As previously stated, the
turbine-outlet conditions were held constant by variations in exhaust-
nozzle area; therefore changes in net thrust are indicative of chsmges
in combustion efficiency for a given total fuel flow. For tM.s corn- _
parison (run 5 in preceding table], coke formation was prevented by
the instantaneouspurging with air during every shutdown of the after-
burner. Using the outer ring and then the inner ring of the afterburner
fuel-injection manifold separately resulted in maximum net thrusts of
about 1000 and 950 pounds, respectively, at relatively low total fuel
flows. Operation with butmne ’fuelring resulted in poor fuel distri-
bution and indicated that reasonable thrusts can be obtained only at
low fuel flows. For higher thrust, more,u@form fuel distribution _
would be needed at high fuel flows. With ,allthree of the msnitold ._,.
rings in operation, a net thrust of about 1100 pounds was obtained at a
fuel flow of 4000 pounds per hour. HoweveZ”,the fuel distribution was
improved even more by the elimination of the middle ringj a net thrust
of 1160 @unds was obtained at a fuel flow of 4800 pounds per hour.
This comparison-of thrusts with verious rimg combinations is evidence
that the fuel-air distribution in the afterburner has sn important
effect on the thrust. A more detailed disctissio-nof the effect of fuel
distribution on afterburner performance is given in reference 1.

*

-.
—
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A co~arison of 3-ring operation with and without coking in the
.

fuel manifold is shown in figure 4(b]. The thrust obtained tith the
clean manifold is about 8 percent higher thsm that with the “coked”
msnifold for the range of fuel flow shown. These data were obtained at
an altitude of 40,000 feet and a flight Mach ?mx.iberof 0.52.

Comparison of performance calibration with “coked-manifold”data. -
The data obtained during the performance calibration of the afterburner
had an unlmown degree of coking. These data =e compared with the data
obtained during run 2 of the coking study, which had coke deposits in
the injection holes of both the inner and outer manifold rings (fig. 5).
The data interplots for the four flight conditions shown, indicating
the probability that there was some coking present in the fuel manifold
for all the d%erburner performance calibration data.

As a result, it would probably be possible to obtain somewhat higher
thrusts and exhaust temperatures thsn sre shown in the succeeding per-
formance curves; however, the effects of changes in flight conditions
on the trends in afterburner performance parameters subsequently shown
are believed valid.

.

Perfo~ce Characteristics .

Afterburner inlet conditions.*- The condition of the engine exhaust
gases entering the afterburner was held reasonably constazrtfor a given
flight condition. By varying the exhaust-nozzle area it was possible
to obtain data over a wide range of afterburner fuel-air ratio with a
maximum vsriation in turbine-outlet temperature of appro-tely 100° F
(fig. 6(a)). The 100° temperature variation at the turbine outlet was
due primarily to differences in the temperature distribution in the
plane of the engine control thermocouples. For instance, a turbine-
outlet temperature of about 1740° R was obtained at both 10,000 and
25,000 feet, whereas a temperature Of 1665° R was obtained at an slti-
tude of 40,000 feet (fig. 6(a)). The average velocity of the gases

1

%; inches upstresm of the flame holder “waaabout 480 feet per second

for all conditions.

In addition to the deviation in turbine-outlet temperature at
40,000 feet (flight Mach number, 0.52), the compressor-inlettempera-
ture was about 40° above NACA standard altitude conditions. If the
engine-inlet and turbine-outlet temperatures were correct, the tempera-

. ture ratio across the engine would have been about 4.2 instead of 3.6,
as it was at this flight condition. The increased engine temperature
ratio would result in a turbine-outlet pressure about 12 percent higher

. then was obtained. However, because the increase in turbine-outlet
pressure between 40,000 and 25,000 feet is 113 percent, the 12-percent
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error in turbine-outlet pressure at the high altitude.would have,only
a secondsry effect ou,the.altitude trelxlsshown. An.increase in turbine- “-
outlet pressure would tend to improve the combustion efficiency and the
specific fuel consumption,-but would have little effect on the thrust
augmentation ratio because both the normal engine and the afterburner
thrust wouldbe increased slightly.

Effect of altitude and flight Mach number. - KR.@im-outlet tern-

perature, combustion efficiency, exhaust-gas temperature, thrust aug-
mentation ratio, *d specific fuel consumption are shown as functions
of titerburner fuel-air ratio in figure 6 for three altitudes at con-
stant flight Mach number and in figure.7, for ttiee fli@t Mach n~bers
at constant altitude.

Increasing the altitude from 10,000 to.40,000 feet lowered the
maximum obtainable afterburner combustion efficiency from 0.95 to 0.60
at eXhaust-gas temperatures of 3000° and 2900° R, respectively
(fig. 6(b)). ln addition, the same chsmge in altitude raised the sfter.-
burner fuel-air ratio required for a given exhaust-gas temperature or
thrust augmentation ratio (figs. 6(c)and 6(d)). The eihaust-nozzle-
area was too small to obtain meximum thrust.at 10,000 feet, as evidenced
by the fact that the thrust aufgnentationcuyve is still increasing at
the highest afterburner fuel-air ratio.

For.most afterburner fuel-air ratios, increasing the ram pressure
ratio (fig. 7), which resulted in higher afterburner pressures,
increased the afterburner combustion efficiency, lowered the specific
fuel consumptio~and increased exhaust-gas temperature and thrust aug-
mentation ratio. The change in both combustion efficiency and specific
fuel consumption with altitude and flight Mach number at a given
exhaust-gas temperature correlates with the.change in t~bine-outlit
pressure; that is, the improvement in combustion.efficiency sad spe-
cific fuel consumptionwith an increase in flight speed or a decr”ease
in altitude is simply a function of the change in turbine-outlet
pressure.

By cross plotti~.the curves in figures ,6 ~d 7~ the v=iat~on of.
combustion efficiency, thrust augmentation ratio, and specific fuel
consumption with altitude and flight Mach nmber was obtained ,atcon-
stant exhaust-gas temperatures (figs. 8 snd 9). For a given alti-
tude, changes in exhaust temperature had little effect on the after- -..
burner combustion efficiency (fig. 8(a)). It shouldbe noted that
eXhaust-gas temperature changes had no effect on the pressure in the
afterburner (disregardingthe mamentum pressure loss) because the
turbine-outlet conditions were maintained constant by varying the -
exhaust-nozzle arda. However, both the net-ttist au@nentation ratio
and specific fuel consumption increased considerably as the exhaust-
gas temperature was raised.(figs. 8(b) and (c)). The net thrust

.-

—
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. increase results

,.

YNq&%!2!!i!;”’””
from the increase in exhaust-gas velocity; the spe-

9

cific fuel consumption increases because a l=ger percentage of the
total fuel flow is burned in the afterburner where the cycle efficiency ““-
is relatively low. The thrust augmentation curves increase with flight
Mach nwnber at constant efiaust-gas temperature (fig. 9(b)). This
increase results from the increase in the inlet momentum term (as
flight Mach number is-increased),“which,issubtracted from the jet

—

+ thrust of both”the normal and aqnted engines (see thrust equations

: in appendix).

As previously mentioned, the effects of variable fuel distribution
associated with coking deposits in the fuel manifold decreased the net
thrust as much as 8 percent; however, the effects of chs.ngesin flight
conditions on the magnitude of the trends of the performance parameters
=e believed to be valid.

.

.

.

Operational Characteristics

Afterburner pressure losses. - The total-pressure loss @ the
afterburner (sunmation of friction snd momentum pressure loss) is
plotted as a function of efiaust-gas temperature for several altitudes
and flight Mach nunibersin figure 10. Afterburner total-pressure
losses between 5 and 6 percent were obtained without afterburning
(exhaust-gas temperature about “1700°R); increasing the e~aust tern-

perature to 3200° R raised the total-pressure loss about.3~ percentage

points. This increased pressure loss is a result of the m-mentum pres-
sure loss due to the addition of heat. The difference in the friction
pressure loss for various flight conditions is a result of slight ti- . .
ferences in the Mach number at the entrance to the afterburner.

—

Afterburner iaition and blow-out. - Ignition of the afterburner
was accomplished by injecting an extra portion of fuel in the engine

.-
-.

combustion chsmber, which resu”ltedina flash of flsme’thkough the tur-
bine and into the sfterb~ner. This system worked very well for all
flight conditions except the low flight speeds at high altitudes. For

..--—

instsnce, at 40,000 feet a flight Mach number of about 0.5 was reqtired
before the afterburner couldbe ignited.

The effect of flight speed and altitude on the operable afterburner
fuel-air-ratio range <s shown in figure U.. Decreased afterburner pres-
sure (which corresponds to sm increase in altitude or a decrease in
flight Mach number) resulted in lean blow-out occurring at higher after-
burner fuel-air ratios. Afterburner blow-out due to excessively high

..

fuel-air ratios was not obtained. The blow-out, shown in terms of
altitude and flight speed, correlates with turbine-outlet pressure; that
is, the data fall on a single curve when plotted against turbine-outlet
pressure.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS

An investigation of the Westinghouse XJ34-WE-32 engine with the
production afterburner in the altitude wind tunnel yielded the fol-
lowing results:

1. Reproducible afterburner performance was difficult to obtain
because of “coking” or carbon deposits in the injection holes of the
production fuel manifold in the afterburner. At an altitude of
40,000 feet, a thrust difference of 8 percent was obtained between a
clean and a coked fuelmanifold.

2. For the limited running time of this investigation, no coking
deposits were formed in the fuel manifold when.the afterburner fuel
system was purged,with high-pressure air at the same time the after-
burner was shut-off.

.
3. At a Mach number of 0.52 and an altitude of-40,000 feet, higher

thrust could be obtained at a given total.fuel flowby blocking out
the middle ring of the .3-ringfuel-injection manifold.

4. Chmges in altitude and flight Mach,nuniberhad the normal
effects on the afterburning performance p~ametersj that is, increased
pressure.in the afterburner raised the combustion efficiency ~d
lowered the specific fuel consumption. Although reasonable combustion
efficiencies were obtained at 10,000 feet (msximum about 95 percent at
an exhaust temperature of 3000° R), the eihaust-nozzle area was too
small to obtain maximum thrust. At-an altitude of 40,000 feet, the
peak combustion efficiency was-60 percent at an efiaust temperature
of 2900° R.

5. Ignition of the afterburner was accomplishedby injecting an
extra portion of fuel into the engine combustion chamber, which resulte”d
in a flash of flame thro@” the turbine md into the afterburner. This

.

.

~

--

.
.

—

. .-

---

.

system worked at all fli@rt conditions except lo,wair speeds at the ___
higher altitudes.

.-,.
..

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Cleveland, Ohio -. —
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APPENDIX A

METHODS OF CALCULATION

Temperatures. - Static temperatures were determined from indicated
temperatures with the following relation:

t

where 0.85 is the @act
used. Total temperature
between temperatures and
appendix B.) ‘

Flitit Mach nuniber.

‘* “]“
recovery factor for the type of thermocouple
was calculated by the adiabatic relation
pressures. (The syuibols

- Flight Mach number was
pressure ratio by the following equation assuming—
recovery at the engine inlet:

—

sre defined in

calculated from,rsm
complete pressure

,

(2)

Airspeed. - The equivalent airspeed was calculated using the
equation

fi

T-1
Y

V. = ~ y@T1 ~ (3)

Air flow. - Air flow was determined from pressure and temperature
measurements in the en@.ne-inlet air duct by the equation

/[1
71-1ywlg

‘al
O= ‘lA1 (T+Rtl + -1

(4)
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Gas flow. - The total weight flow through
was calculated as follows:

‘fe
(Engine) Wg5 = Wal + ~

NACA RM E51H28
.

.

the engine and titerb~ner
.—

( )J (5)

Wfe +Wfab
(Afterburner)Wg8 = Wal +

3600

Afterburner fuel-air ratio. - The afterburner fuel-air ratio is
defined as the -tio of the weight flow of @-cl injscted into the ~ter-
burner to the weight flow of unburned air entering the afterburner from
the engine. Weight flow of unburned air was_determinedby assuming the
fuel injected into the engine ,combustorwas completely burned therein. -
The fuel-air ratio is

‘fab
(f/a)ab =

Wfe
(6)

36m ‘al - ()0.068
.

where 0.068 is the stoichiometricfuel-air ratio for the engine fuel.

.m.—

Combustion efficiency. - Afterburner combustion efficiency was
obtained by dividing the enthalpy rise through the afterburner by the
product of the afterburner fuel flow and the lower heating value of the
afterburner fuel, disregarding dissociation.ofthe exhaust gas: —

3600 wg~ab
-..-

‘bab = Wf h
--

ab cab

]+wf~fl:’~abial-’b,7) ~

3600 Wal Ha

=
Wfab hcab +Wfe hce - ~be Wfe hce

The.enthalpy of the products of combustion was determined from a chart .
using the hydrogen-carbon ratio snd temperature as explained in
reference.2.

.
.—

.
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Augmented thrust. - The jet thrust of the installation was deter-
mined~rom the balance-scale measurements by the following equation:.

.

wal v~

‘Js =B+D+Dr+
g

+ AX(P1-PO) (8)

The last two terms of this expression represent the momentum and pres-
sure forces on the installation at the slip joint in the inlet-air duct.

.—

The external ~ag of the installation was determined with the engine
inoperative. Drag of the water-cooled exhaust-nozzle survey rake was
measured by an air-balance piston mechanism.

Scale net thrust was obtainedby
stream momentum of the inlet air from

F“=F.-
% Js

subtracting the equivalent free-
the scale jet thrust:

wal Vo
(9)

g

Velocity coefficient. - The velocity coefficient, determined from
tests tith the afterburner inoperative, is defined as-the ratio of
scale jet thrust to rake jet thrust,

‘3s
CV=T

38

Rake $et thrust F~8 is givenby the following

exhaust-nozzle-outlettotal pressure and temperature
presented in reference 3:

equation based on

using the charts

w
ga

‘J .—Vn+ ~(Pn-Po)
8g

theNormal engine thrust. - Normal engine thrust is
thrust that would be obtained with the engine and a standard-engine

(10}

theoretical

tail pipe equipped with a nozzle of a size that gives the same turbine-
outlet pressures snd temperatures as were encountered with afterburning
under the sane flight conditions. The normal thrust of the engine was
calculated from measurements during the afterburning progrsm of total
pressure snd temperature at the turbine outlet, gas flow at the turbine
outlet, snd from previously determined total-pressure loss across the
stsndard tail pipe using the charts presented in reference 3:

.—

.—

.—
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[

%S
1

w% VQ
F =c~— Vn + ~(Pn”- PO) - g
‘e ~

(U) “

A value of unity was assumed for the velocity coefficient Cv used in B
equation (11}. Experimental data indicated that the total-pressure w.

bss through the standard tail pipe was approximately Q*Q1 P5 at rated ‘ = _
engine speed.

Augmented

, -. .,

net-thrust ratio is defined as

Scale net thrust, Fns

Normal engine net tl.wust,Fne
.—

Exhatit-gas total temperature. - The total temperature of the
exhaust gas was calculated from the efiaust-nozzle-outlettotal pres-
sure, augmented scale jet thrust, velocity coefficient, and gas flow
by means of the following equation:

r)

2
j~ y~-1 g

[ 1

1Tj=_ — (12)

Cv *8 R(Wg8)2
~8-1

y8

0

PO
1- %

. .

.
——

.

—

. ..-

,.

.-
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APPENDIX B

SYMBOLS

The following symbols are used in the calculations snd on the .—
‘ figures: .

Sq ftA

B

Cv

cross-sectional area,

thrust scale reading,

velocity coefficient,
thrust

lb

rati’oof scale jet thrust,to rake jet .-—---

external drag of installation, lb- . .

drag of e~aust-nozzle survey rske, lb

jet thrust, lb

net thrust, lb

fuel-slr ratio

acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 ft/sec2 ..

total enthalpy, Btu/lb .

lower heating value of fuel,”Btu/lb .

Mach number

total pressure, ,lb/sqft absolute

static pressure, lb/sq ft absolute

gas const~t, 53.4 ft-lb/(lb)(OR)

total temperature, ‘R —

static temperature, ‘R

velocity,”ft/sec

air flow, lb/see

fuel flow, lb/hr

D

Dr

Fj

Fn

f/a

.

hc

M

P

P

R

T

t

.

v

Wa

Wf
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‘f/Fn

‘g

r

~b

smecific fuel consumptionbased on-total fuel”flow
‘thrust, lb/(hr)(l~thrust)

gas flow, lb/see .: ‘: ..:-

ratio of specific heat for gases “c-

ombustion efficiency

Subscripts:

a

ab

b

e

f

i

J

n

s

x

o

1

2

5

8

air

afterburner

base temperature of 540° R

engine

fuel ..

indicated ‘- ~~ - - “

,jet

exhaust-nozzle exit

scale .

--

.

inlet duct at frictionless slip joint

free-stream conditions

engine-inlet-duct -.

compress~-inlet annulus

afterburner inlet ”(turbineoutlet)

exhaust nozzle, 1: inches
nozzle outlet

forwtid

.

—

of fixed portion
.- - ..”

NACARM E51H28

snd

of

net

--

exhaust-

.—

.

—

-.

..-

----
—

—

. .

.-—-L.

. . —

,.

—

.—
-,..,

--
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Figure 1. - Ikt.allation of Weetlnghouse XJ34-HE-32 engine in altitude wind tunnel.
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Figure 6. - Effect of altitudeonvariationof afterburnerperformanceparameterswith
afterburnerfuel-airratio-atfllghtMachnumber of 0.52.
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Figure7..- Effect of flight Mach number on variation of...sft,erburnerperfoniance
parameters with afterburner fuel-air ratio at altitude.of 40,000 feet.
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